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tigated. Two prediction problems are considered: the one-stage predic-

tion problem where the unit variate values are directly observable for

each sample unit, and the two-stage prediction problem where the sample

units are subsampled in order to estimate the variate values for these

units. A superpopulation model-based approach is suggested to both of

these problems. In both cases, a model framework is developed, predic-

tors given for the unit variate values, and the error variances of

these predictors are derived.

An important aspect in the sample design of these prediction prob-

lems is the allocation of the sample. An algorithm Is developed for

selecting specific units to be sampled. This selection procedure is

used for the one-stage problem to derive a method for determining the

number of units to sample to achieve a prespecified precision on the

predictors. For the two-stage problem, a method is developed for



selecting both the number of units and subunits to achieve a fixed

sample size while minimizing the error variances of the predictors.

An example is given that illustrates some of the theoretical

results. Finally, the applicability of this approach is discussed

and areas for further investigation are indicated.
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PREDICTING UNIT VARIATE VALUES IN A FINITE POPULATION

I. INTRODUCTION

The research in this thesis was suggested by the following problem.

The Environmental Protection Agency wanted to conduct a survey to pre-

dict the annual number of recreation days by activity for each county in

Oregon, Washington, and Idaho. There were four activities of interest

and results were needed for each county in the three-state area. Restric-

tions made it impossible to sample each county; and it was necessary,

therefore, to design a survey that would provide predictions for each

county without actually sampling each county. In general, the problem

is to design a survey to predict (estimate) variate values for each unit

in a finite population based on a model derived from sampled units and

auxiliary variables.

We begin this chapter by first introducing the fixed finite popu-

lation model of Godambe (1955). We next discuss the superpopulation

approach to finite population inference. Finally, we consider a prob-

lem of prediction in sample surveys and mention some previous approaches

to this problem.

1.1 Fixed Finite Population Model

The basic idea of survey sampling is to select a part of a finite

collection of units and then make statements about the entire collection

based on the sampled part. In order to facilitate the making of such



statements it is necessary to have a model or formal framework for the

problem of finite population inference. Godambe (1955) proposed a theo-

retical model within which most of the problems of survey sampling could

be discussed. The model, with its suitable extensions and refinements

by Godambe and others, has been the basic point of departure for many

writers. The review papers by Basu (1971), J. N. K. Rao (1975), Solomon

and Zacks (1970), and Smith (1976) contain an extensive overview of the

subject. In this section we list the basic aspects of this model.

A survey population is a finite collection, U = {U1,...,UN}, of a

known number, N, of identifiable units. The units of a finite popula-

tion are said to be identifiable if they can be uniquely labeled from 1

to N and the label of each unit is known. This identifiability of units,

usually missing in traditional statistical inference, is an essential

ingredient of survey sampling inference. It allows the statistician to

choose his own sampling design (described later). Since the label k can

be used to represent the physically existing unit Uk, we can talk about

U
k
as "the unit k" and hence denote the population as U = f1,...,k...,N1.

With each unit k c U we assume there is associated a characteristic

of interest, and the value of this characteristic is denoted by yk. The

objective of the sample survey is to estimate a specified function of

the population values, say e(Y1,...,yN). The vector y'= (yi,y2,...,yN)

is called a parameter of the finite population and is considered a fixed

point in a specified parametric set. The parameter space of possible

y values is denoted by Q. Often, c = 4, the N-dimensional Euclidean

space.



The sampling design is an important concept of the fixed finite

population model since it performs a critical role in making and jus-

tifying inferences under this model. Under the fixed model, estimates

of the variance of the sample estimates, from which confidence intervals

can be computed, depend on the design. These confidence intervals, for

large samples, will be independent of the distribution of the population

from which the sample is drawn. In order to define the sampling design,

let S denote the set of all possible samples from U. A sampling design

is the pair (S, p(.)), where p(.) is any function on S such that p(s)>0

and Ip(s) = 1. Hence, the value of p(s) for seS assigns the probability
seS

of choosing the sample s. In other words, the probability function p(.)

on S gives the randomization procedure by which a sample is chosen from

S. In this regard, the identifiability of units is a crucial factor

since, as is stated by Cassel, Sarndall, and Wretman (1977), it allows

us to do two things:

" (i) designate in any way we like a set of
samples to which we wish to assign a
positive probability of selection,

(ii) distribute in any way we like the total
probability mass among members of this
set."

1.2 Superpopulation Model

In the fixed finite population model, the parameter vector y is

considered to be a fixed point in a specified parametric space Q. The

superpopulation model assumes y' = (yi,...,yN) is a realized outcome of

a vector random variable Y' = (Y1,...,YN). We denote the joint probabil-

ity distribution of Y1,Y2 . .,Ym in n (2 = 41) by A superpopulation
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model specifies a class of distributions of which ; is a member. The

prominent point in the superpopulation approach is that y is treated as

the outcome of Y with a distribution ; about which certain features are

assumed known.

The superpopulation concept is not a new one. The sampling litera-

ture on superpopulation models includes articles by Cochran (1939, 1946),

Deming and Stephan (1941), and Madow and Madow (1944). There is defi-

nitely some controversy surrounding this approach to statistical infer-

ence for finite populations. Neyman (1971) tends to trust only the

man-made randomness imposed in the selection of the sampling design. On

the other hand, Barnard (1971), Kalbfleish and Sprott (1969), and Royall

(1970, 1971) believe inference based on models is not only appealing but

almost essential. Two excellent papers which compare the pros and cons

of the traditional versus the superpopulation approach are by Hansen and

Madow (1977) and Hansen, Madow, and Tepping (1978).

Superpopulation models can have various meanings depending on the

situation in which they are used and the assumptions made. For example,

the distribution ; can be considered as reflecting a prior subjective

belief about Y, as in a Bayesian approach. Alternatively, we could

think of the finite population U as actually being drawn from some

larger universe (the "superpopulation") or g could model a random process

in the real world, such as a sociometric or econometric model.

It is important to remember there are two kinds of randomness asso-

ciated with superpopulation models. We still have the sampling design



with the function p(.), and we also have the random variables

with joint distribution E on rEk
N

1.3 The Prediction Problem

5

YN

Consider a population of N (N finite and known) units labeled

1,...,N. Associated with unit j is some characteristic of interest yj,

with yj fixed but unknown. Let Yi,...,YN be random variables and con-

sider y' = (y1,...,yN) as a realization of the random vector

Y' = (Y1,...,YN). Let E denote the joint probability distribution of

The problem of prediction is to design a sample of n of the

units such that on the basis of this sample we can predict the variate

values of the remaining N n units. This is the one-stage problem.

The two-stage problem is the same as the one -stage except instead

of observing yj when unit j is selected in the sample, yj is not direct

ly observable. Hence, yj must be estimated from a subsample within the

elements of unit j. Thus, for a given fixed total sample size m, we

n

must choose n units and m. subunits such that m4 = m, and such that
j=1

we can predict the variate values of the remaining N - n units based on

the estimated values of the n sample units.

There are many possible variations on this prediction problem. The

linear least-squares prediction approach is the one considered in this

thesis. In this regard we assume associated with unit j, p known auxil-

iary variables Xj1,...,Xjp. Thus, corresponding to unit j we have the

known vector X' = (X.
J1"

..X. ). There are numerous possible regression
JP

models we could use. For example, we could assume the numbers yi,...,yn

are realized values of the independent random variables Y1,...,YN where
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2 2

YJ .'1J(XJ3,cf v.) and where a- (a1" ..,a
p

) and a are unknown parameters,
J -

and v. is known for all j (j=1,...,N). Our problem as stated is one of

multiple prediction in a linear regression context. We will observe n

units (0<n<N) and, based on this sample, predict for the unobserved

ones.

The example just stated is a one-stage prediction problem. We will

also be concerned with a two-stage problem where the population of M

th
elements is arranged in N clusters. The size, M

i'
is

N

assumed known, and therefore Mi = M (M is known and finite). We

i=1

will subsample n clusters and determine predictors for the variate

values in the remaining N - n clusters. These predictors will be based

on our sample, the assumed distribution of the cluster totals, and the

assumed distribution of the subunits within clusters. The predictor for

a sample cluster will be a weighted combination of the sample estimate

and the cluster predictor based on the model. This model will be com-

pletely described in section 4.1.

1.4 Previous Approaches

Various forms of the prediction problem have been investigated in

the past. Royall (1970, 1971) considered the one-stage problem in a re-

gression context. His emphasis, however, was on predicting the total

over all units and not on predicting for individual units. Royall

(1976) also examined the two-stage linear least-squares prediction ap-

proach; but, again, his purpose was to predict the population total over

units. Cassel, Sarndall, and Wretman (1977) discuss the superpopulation

prediction approach to the one-stage problem of predicting the mean of a
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population over all units. Scott and Smith (1969) use a superpopulation

Bayesian approach to the two-stage problem for predicting a linear func-

tion of the unit variate values. Predicting for individual units

differs in many respects from predicting for a total over all units.

For example, in the one-stage problem there are N - n predictors, as

opposed to one predictor for the total. Hence, there are N - n sources

of prediction error to be considered, versus one source for the total.

This leads to the problem of how to draw the sample to in some way con-

trol the overall error. This, as well as other differences in the prob

lems, will be considered in later chapters of this thesis.

Recently Holt, Smith, and Tomberlin (1979) discussed synthetic

estimation for small areas from both the traditional and predictive

approach. Their predictive approach attempts to model the synthetic

estimation procedure. It assumes a previous survey has been done over

the population of interest, membership of individuals in poststrata can

be determined, and poststratum proportions are known. Their model

incorporates the basic assumption that within a subgroup of the popula-

tion, the mean response is similar across a collection of small areas.

Using these assumptions and their model, they obtain estimates for the

subareas of interest. They then compare their synthetic estimator with

that obtained by the prediction approach. Their problem is similar to

ours; but we will design our survey with prediction for individual units

as the main objective, while they view estimation for small areas

as a problem of inference after the data have been obtained, and not

as a problem of sample design." Another paper in this same area was

written by Laake (1979). He also compares synthetic estimators and
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prediction estimators for subdomain characteristics of interest in a

finite population. His approach is very similar to Royall's (1970).

Another tactic that is related to our prediction problem is impu-

tation in cases of non-response. Imputation techniques are designed to

give estimates for units of the population which failed to respond to

the survey. In general, they assume a known auxiliary variable exists

and that there is a relationship between the respondents and nonrespon-

dents with identical auxiliary variables. By examining the answers of

the respondents, they make inferences about the nonrespondents. For a

detailed description of this technique, see the papers by Fellegi and

Holt (1976) and Platek, Singh, and Tremblay (1977). In the area of

nonresponse there is also the paper by Smouse (1979). He studies esti-

mation of a finite population total from a Bayesian viewpoint when there

is nonresponse. He uses a superpopulation approach to the problem; but

he is interested in the total over units and not in individual units.

One further method of interest is that used by Miller (1966). In

chapter three of his book, he assumes a general multiple linear regres-

sion model. He discusses simultaneous prediction intervals for k future

observations on the dependent variable at k different values of the aux-

iliary variables. This is not our situation; but it does bear some

similarities to the one-stage prediction problem.

Finally, there is an excellent review paper by Purcell and Kish

(1979) in which they discuss estimation for small domains. They compare

existing methods and comment on possible new approaches, including

prediction.
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1.5 Preview of Thesis

Appropriate models are developed for both the one- and two-stage

linear least-squares prediction problems of section 1.3. The goal, in

both cases, is to determine predictors for each unit in the population

for some characteristic of interest. In addition, we will derive error

variances of these predictors, discuss sample size considerations, and

develop ways of selecting specific units to be included in the sample.

Chapter II will be concerned with the model, derivation of the

predictors, and error variance of the predictors for the one-stage prob-

lem. Choosing the specific units to be included in the sample for the

one-stage problem is the topic of Chapter III. In Chapter III we will

also discuss the problem of determining how many units to sample in the

one-stage case. In Chapter IV, the two-stage problem is modeled; and

we derive predictors and error variances of these predictors. Chapter V

addresses the problem of sample size and selection for the two-stage

case. This involves choosing both the number of units and the number of

subunits to be sampled, as well as the specific units to sample. In

Chapter VI we present an example of our techniques as applied to a

recreation survey funded by the Environmental Protection Agency.

Finally, in Chapter VII we draw conclusions and discuss further

questions which need investigation.
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II. MODEL AND DEVELOPMENT OF PREDICTORS FOR THE ONE-STAGE PROBLEM

The one-stage linear least-squares prediction problem will be

formally modeled in this chapter. We also derive predictors for the

characteristic of interest and consider the error variance of these

predictors.

2.1 Model, Definitions, and Notation

Consider a finite population of N identifiable units (where N is a

known integer). Associated with unit i is some value yi ...,N).

We assume yi is some observed value of the random variable Yi, where Y
i

represents some characteristic of interest over unit i. The joint dis-

tribution of Y1,...,YN will be denoted by Also associated with unit

i are p known auxiliary variables Xil, Xi2,...,Xip. Let X; (Xii,...,

X
ip

) be the vector of auxiliary variables for unit i. Therefore,

yl, y2,..,yN are realized values of the independent random variables

Yi,...,YN, where yYi) = Xis and VatyYi) = ai
2

= a
2
g(Xi). The func-

tion g() is known with g(Xi)>0 for all Xi not identically zero. We

assume a
2
and $' = ($ ,a ) are unknown constants.

We draw a sample of n (p<n<N) units. The choice of nand the

specific units chosen for the sample will be discussed in the next

chapter. Without loss of generality, assume the units are arranged so

that the first n are sample units and the remaining N - n are not

sampled.



Denote by X the n x p matrix of auxiliary variables and by VI the

n x n covariance matrix associated with the n sample units. Similarly,

denote by XII and VII the corresponding matrices for the N-n nonsample

units. Let V11 be the (N-n) x n matrix of covariances between non-

sample and sample units. Denote by Y the N x 1 vector of random

variables Y .,Yl'" N'

If Y is arranged so that the first n units are those in the

sample, our model states that E (Y) = X8 and Cov
E
(Y) = V where

Y

and s is defined as

YII

above.

, X =

TR

xi
I

That

, V =

is,

!I ,I

V V
II,I

X11 X12 Xlp
Y1

X X . X

Y = and X =
21 22 2p

n x 1
_I

n x p
:

X
nl

X
n2

. . X
np

Also,

V = a

n x n

g



and

VII

(N-n) x (N-n

2
=

g(N+1)

0

. 0

0 g(U)

Since we assume Cov
E

(Y.,Y.) = 0 for all i#j ki,j=1,...
1 J

is a (N-n) x n matrix of zeros. Therefore,

2
V = a

N x N

`g(X1) 0 o

0

By elementary matrix properties:

-1
v
1

nxn
=

12
a

1

g

0

1

g(2)

0

2= a w.

0

1

-g-F-TSn

12

2
= a W .

Under model E, if $ is the weighted least-squares estimate of

a,
a

(n-Yi1n)-1 xivilYi-

2.2 Predictors

We wish to be able to predict the value of some characteristic

of interest for each unit in the population. For the sample units we

observe this value, yi (i=1,...,n). For the nonsample units the value

is Y (j=n+1,...,N). Since E (Y.) = X.$ and a is E-unbiased for a,
E J

i.e., E ($) = a, the natural predictor for Y is X.8.
-J.
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2.3 Error Variance of Predictors

The model based approach we have taken suggests the appropriate

measure of uncertainty of our predictors is the mean-square error or

error variance with respect to the joint distribution of the units

in Y. Therefore, we assume the sample s of units is fixed and we con-

2
sider E (Y - X.$) for j=n+1,...,N.

2 ,^ 2
E (Y. - X.J$)

J J J J
(Y. - X.$ + X.$ - X.$)J-- -- -- --

2

(Yi - Xi!) + - Xic3)

2
A A,

(Y. Xja) + 2E (Y.
J

- X.$)(X $ - X.J0)

2

+ E (X.$ - X.J8)

= Var
E
(Y.) + 2Cov (Y.,X.$) + Var

E
(X.$).

J E J J

Since Y.
J

is a nonsample unit, independent of the sample random varia-

bles from which a is computed, Cov (Y.,X.J8) = 0. Therefore,
J --

E (Ya. - 6a )2 = Var (Y.) + 2Cov (Y.,6) + Var (6)
J E J __ --

2 A

= a g(n) + 0 + XjC0)Xj

2

= a g(X.) + X.Cov 6)X..
g -.,-J



by:

Hence,

E
C
(Y. -

-J
.43)

2
la a

2
g(X.

-J

2
a g(X )

= a
;
(X.)
-J

At this point also note that a

n2
cr

X.CoV ($)X.
-J -J

) Xj (X-V-7X )-1X.. _I -j
2 -

(+
7 .7

Cr X hi X ) X

C-unbiased estimate

(Yi Xis

frzi

2
of is given

14
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III. SAMPLE SIZE CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE ONE-STAGE PROBLEM

In this chapter we first consider selection of specific units to be

included in the sample for a given sample size n. A method of selec-

tion is described and we discuss its strengths and weaknesses. Using

this selection procedure we next describe a method for determining n

necessary to achieve a prespecified precision on the predictors.

Finally, we present a brief review of optimality in regression designs

and discuss why we used our approach.

3.1 A Method For Selecting Units

An

Recall from section 2.3 that the error variance for predictor X.J$

is given by:

E (Y. - X-.13)

2
= 62 g(X) + X.(X W X X

J
(3.1.1)

for j=n+1,...,N. For a single unit j, the problem would be to select

our sample of units so that g(Xj) + Xj(XIWI Xj is minimized.

However, our problem is more complicated since we have N-n predictions

to make and therefore N-n error variances to consider simultaneously.

There are many possible ways of dealing with this problem including

using the maximum or average of the N-n error variances. A more com

plicated but appealing approach is to consider each prediction for a

particular sample, s, and check to see if there is a unit in s that

could be replaced by a unit not in s so that every prediction would
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be as good or better than the prediction with s. Approaching the pro

blem in this manner is extremely unwieldy because it involves simul-

taneously considering all (

n
) possible sets of n units. For this

reason we chose to start with all N units in the population and then

use a stepwise procedure to decide which units to eliminate. Units

will be eliminated by deciding which ones would be easiest to predict

for at each step. That is, we will omit the one with the smallest

error variance at each step.

-1 1
iIf we begin with all N units in the population then (X/W, XI in

(3.1.1) is really (X
'
W
-1

X)
-1

. That is, we calculate (X
I
W
I

1
X
I

)

-1
using

-
all N units in the population as our "sample". Let (X W

-1
X).

1
denote

J

that unit j is omitted from the sample. Thus (X-W-1X)-1 is calculated

using N-1 units with the jth unit eliminated. Our question therefore

becomes, if we were to leave out one unit to predict for, which unit

would be easiest to predict? That is, we want to choose the unit

that has the smallest value of

-
g(X.) + X.(X W

-1

J
X).

1
X.

-J -J
(3.1.2)

To solve this problem we derive some lemmas following the work of

Fedorov (1972) and Faulkenberry (1980).

- 1

Lemma 3.1.1 (X W-1X) = (X
'
W X) -

N X
ik

X
ih,

Proof: The (k,h) element in (X W X)
j g

is 1 .

tX.1
i#j "1

N X. X.

The (k,h) element of (X W-1X) is
g

X.

i=1 -I

and the



(k,h) element of X.X. is XikXih. Therefore
-J-J

Xjk X
jh

g(X.)

N X.
l

X.
k lh

L g(Xi)

N XikXih

g(Xi)
i#j
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-1

Lemma 3.1.2 (X W
-1

T-(7.p

[ 1

X W-1 XJX. (X
"
W

--J
-1 -1

Proof: From lemma 3.1.1 we have

(X W-1X). = (X
-
W
-1

X . Therefore

-1
7-1 ,

-1 -1
X W X.X (X W X X W X

JJ - 3

X 44-

-1

(X W

1

X.X.

I - (XW-X)-1 3--1
P gkX.)

- --1
X.x.

- (x w
-1

x)
-1 -13

P g(X.)
-3_

-1
(X W

' -1 X.X.
X) -

g

-1 ' -1
X W (X W X

p g(X.) `'. 7 /) J1`J

-3

fv°,,,-lvN-1,1-1

[

1
Lemma 3.1.3 I

= I +
3
T (X "1 X ) -1 XJ (1 -

g X-

Xj ( X
'
W
-1

X_ )

-1
X . XJ

-1
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Proof: Using Lemma (2.6.1) from Fedorov (1972) we have

+ BA51B, where A is p x q and B is q x p.

Therefore, let A be the p x 1 and B be the 1 x p matrices defined as

1

A = - (X
'
W
-1

X)
-1

X. and B = .

g(Xj 3

We then get ip 7.7- (x-w-lx)-1xJx7Jx j) _ - --
_

= I +
1

(X
'
W-

1
X)-

1

X. (1
-J _ -

E1
X.(X

.

W X.

-1

X.

,

.)
g(X3 -J -J 1

-
Now let us consider )i

1
Xj . Using the previous lemmas

we can write

j(!-W-TX = [Ip (X W X' X.

-1 --

1 1

= X. I + (X'W-1X)-1X. (1 X.(i'W-1X) X. X.

;

p g X.) _ _ -J 9 -J
. _j

A -1 -1
X W X) X.

- -J

-1 -1
.. , X.(X W X) X. X. )(W-1X )

- -J -1

j j

1
-1 X. + -J -g.i

X.
j 1 -3

g(X) j= X. X W X.(X W- X.

-J J

Let X X W-
-1

J
X. = SJ . . Then we have

J

S.
-1x.(x w x) 1 x. = +

j j g X.)
-J

(SA(X.)
_ J -J

g(X.) S.
-J J

S.
J

g(X.)

8

j
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We can now write (3.1.2) as

(5.9(X.)

g(Xj) +
g(X.) - 6.

-J J

g(X.)
-

g(X.)
J

- (5.
(3.1.3)

Thus we only need to invert one matrix, (X W
-1

X), and not the N

matrices (X
'
W
-1

X)
j

for j=1,...,N. We can compute (3.1.3) for all N

units in the population and select the unit with the smallest (3.1.3)

value to be omitted (i.e., to predict for). Next we repeat this pro-

cess using the N-1 remaining units as our "population". We have

eliminated one unit, say unit k1, from our sample. We now want to

select the unit which is easiest to predict based on the remaining N-1

units. Therefore we use x) in place of (X W1X) 1 in the

kl

(3.1.3) equations. The unit associated with the minimum value of

(3.1.3) is eliminated from our sample. This leaves N-2 units in our

sample. If unit k
2
was removed at the second step, we now have

' -1 1

(X W X) associated with these N-2 units. We substitute
k1k2

' -1 1 ' -1 -1
(X W X) for (X W X) in (3.1.3) and again solve for the mini-
_ k1k2

mum. The unit associated with this minimum is omitted from the sample.

This process is repeated until only n units are left and these n units

comprise our sample.

At this point we want to consider the special case where g(Xj) =

1 for j=1,...,N, i.e., homogeneous variances. Since g(Xj) = 1 for all
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j, we have E (Y. - X.J0 )2 = a
J --

+ X. X X
_J

for j=n+I,..., .

If we define

d.
-3

xii

XJ X
P .p

dl

_n

, X. =

1

X.
J1

X.
JP

we have, from Searle (1971), yYj - 2 = Q 1 + d](DAD)11j

Thus, for a given n, the error variance of our predictor for a part-

icular unit j is determined by di(D''D)-idi . Let = CT.1

Calculate X and D based on all N population units. Let X(k) and D(k)

denote that unit k is omitted from the calculations. That is,

7
(k)

and 0(k) are based on N-1 units. We want to again use the tech-

nique of eliminating units one at a time to get the "best" set.

Therefore, we want to find the unit with the smallest d (D D
(k) (k) (k)

)-1

d(k) value where d(k) denotes deviations about X(k). By noting

d(k) N.N.1
dk and following an argument similar to the one above,

A A

we get d(k)(D(k)D(k))1d(k) minimized when dk(DD)1dk is minimized.

Thus the unit to omit is the one closest to 7 using the metric

d (1)
"

D)
-1

d
k

We can, of course, use our previous results and compute the mini-
. A

mum of X.(X X) X. to find the unit to omit. However, deviations
-J -J

about the mean is an interesting interpretation for the special case of

homogeneous variances. Unfortunately, we cannot get a similar result
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for the nonhomogeneous variance case.

3.2 Comments On Our Selection Method

Our selection method requires N-n steps with the quantity (3.1.3)

evaluated N-i+1 times at step i. This will generally be fast and

easy to compute. A major strength of our method is that it is prac-

tical and applicable. However, by using a stepwise approach and omit-

ting units one at a time, we may not have the "best" set of n units

for our sample. That is, we won't necessarily select the same n units

we would have selected if we considered all possible sets of n and

chose that set with the smallest maximum error variance for units not

in the set. However, choosing all possible sets of n results in (n)

combinations and clearly is not a practical approach to the problem.

3.3 Specified Precision on Unit Predictors

In this case we assume n is not known and there is a prespecified

precision for our predictors. We also assume cost is not a factor.

Suppose we desire equal precision for each predicted value. Let A be

our desired level of precision. Then we want the following condition

to be met:

A. 2
E (Y. - X.$) < A for j=n+1,...,N.

J

Therefore, from the results of section 2.3 we want:

for j=n+1,...,

(3.3.1)
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2

We must have some estimate of a (perhaps from some previous

survey or from pretest results). Given that, we propose an iterative

process to achieve the condition in (3.3.1) for each nonsample unit.

First, use the procedure of section 3.1 to order the entire population

of N units. That is, use the method of selection described in section

3.1 to list the population of N units in the stepwise order in which

they are eliminated. Thus, if we want to choose a sample of n* units,

we would use the last n* units on the list. Next, select some start-

ing value for sample size, say nl. This nl can be chosen in any way

that seems reasonable. We find the specific nl units from our ordered

list. We can then compute the quantity g(Xj) + !j(!IWI 1(,)
-1

Xj for

each nonsample unit. If the condition in (3.3.1) is satisfied for

each predicted unit, we can stop and use nl for our sample size. If

the condition in (3.3.1) is not met for each nonsample unit, we in-

crease n
1

to n2 .
The amount of increase can be small (one for example)

if the condition in (3.3.1) was met for nearly all nonsample units and

was close for the rest. On the other hand, n
2
can be a substantial

increase over n
1

if condition (3.3.1) was not satisfied for many of

the nonsample units. We then repeat the process with the last n2 units

on our list as the sample units. If the condition in (3.3.1) is met

for each nonsample unit, then we stop. If not, we proceed to increase

n
2

to n3. This process is continued until the condition in (3.3.1) is

met for all nonsample units.

We recommend the same approach- when different precisions are de-

sired for the nonsample units. For example, if size is an important
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factor we may want a greater precision on large units than on small

ones. We again start with n1 units. If unit j is not included in the

n
1

sample units, we want a precision level of A. for the predictor.

We carry out the process described above. If all of the conditions

given in (3.3.1) are met, we stop. If not, we choose n2 and repeat

the procedure. If unit j is included in the sample, we ignore aj for

that unit since we are only concerned with A. when unit j is not

sampled.

3.4 A Review of Optimality for Regression Designs

In this section we will present a brief and by no means compre-

hensive review of optimality criteria for regression designs. There

is an excellent review paper by St. John and Draper (1975) which con-

tains an extensive bibliography. Much of this discussion comes from

that paper. In addition, Fedorov (1972) presents a number of optimal-

ity criteria.

Both references mentioned above have versions of the following

two kinds of optimality. We say a set of n units is:

(1) D
n
-optimal if and only if (XII

W X
I
) is non-

singular and the value of IX;WilXil is the

maximum over all possible sets of size n.

(2) G
n
-optimal if and only if the max X (X W X

I

is minimal over all possible sets of size n.

Fedorov (1972) also discusses the following linear criteria for com-

paring designs. If the functional L is linear, that is
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L(A + B)= L(A) + L(B), L(cA) = cL(A), and L(A) > 0 for all positive

semidefinite matrices A, then a design S* is linear-optimal if

L[(Yil!,) 1= In L (!iWil! )-1 where 1, and WI are based on g and

[
S is any other design (set of units) of size n.

Fedorov (1972) presents algorithms for finding On-optimal and

linear-optimal designs (Gn-optimality is a special case of linear

optimality). These algorithms may be of some interest in the case of

homogeneous variances. Recall in that case we have

2 2 "
E (Y

j
-X.a) = Q 1 + X.(X X) X. for j=n+1,...,N. We are

-
therefore concerned with "minimizing" X.(X

" 1
X) X

j
. Both D -optimal-

J

ity and Gn-optimality are worth considering in this situation. Un-

fortunately, Fedorov's algorithms are not guaranteed to converge to

the optimal design. He recommends carrying out his algorithm

"several" times beginning with a different starting design each time.

If the algorithm converges to designs with the same value of

XIWIIXIi each time, he states that "with large probability" they are

converging to the optimal design. St. John and Draper (1975) present

another algorithm for obtaining the On-optimal design but it has the

same drawback as Fedorov's.

We chose our approach to this problem for its relative simplicity

and applicability. We find it to be a practical, workable method.

Further research needs to be done, however, to determine what the rela-

tionship is between our stepwise set and the "best" set of n units
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(where "best refers to the set with the smallest maximum error

variance).
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IV. MODEL AND DEVELOPMENT OF PREDICTORS FOR THE

TWO-STAGE PROBLEM

The two-stage linear least-squares prediction problem will be for-

mally modeled in this chapter. In addition we derive predictors for

some characteristic of interest and consider the error variances of

these predictors.

4.1 Model, Definitions, and Notation

Consider a finite population of N identifiable units (we assume

N is a known integer). Associated with unit i is the random variable

Y.. The joint distribution of Y1" Y
N
will be denoted by Also

associated with unit i are p known auxiliary variables Xi/,...Xip.

Let Xi (X1.1" i
..X ) denote the vector of auxiliary variables for

unit i. The independent random variables Y1,...,YN are assumed to be

distributed so that E (Y.) = X.f3 and Vary (Y.) = g(Xi)a2 where g(.) is

known with g(Xi) >O for all Xi not identically zero. We assume a
2

and a = (1,...,6p) are unknown constants.

Contained within unit i are M. subunits il,...,iM. (M. is a known

integer). Associated with subunit ij is the random variable Zij where

Zij represents some characteristic of interest for i= l,...,N and

j=1,....The independent random variables Zij are distributed so

2
that yZij) = ui and Vary(Zij) = ai. We assume Y4 = Z. Thus,

the random variable Y. represents the total over unit i for some



Mi

1

characteristic of interest. Since Y. = 1 Z.., we therefore have
l

j=i

(

E (Y.) = E i1 i Z = ili =(Z..) M.p. But EE(Y1) = !i! which
E

j=
ij

=1
ii l'

. X.a
implies

1

M.p. = Xia and p. = M1- Similarly, we have
i 1

1

Var (Y. = 1' Z II Var (Z..) = M.a. and Var (Y. = g X.
1

1 13

M.

E i 1 1

2

i

2

2
2 g(X4)a

Therefore, 17i 1;1

In drawing our sample, elements will be selected for observation

in a two -stage procedure. First we select a sample s of n units from

the N. Next, from the Mi subunits in sample unit i, we choose a sub-

sample si of size mi at random. Without loss of generality, assume

the units are arranged so that the first n are sample units and the

remaining N-n are nonsample units. We assume we have a fixed total
n

sample size, m. Then 1 m4 = m.
i=1 '

Since we are subsampling units 1,...,n, we need to estimate

27

for these units based on our sample. We will use Y.
1

= 1 Z.
I lj

1. Z..
jeS

1

S ,1

+ (Mi -
i i i

= MT where Y i
1

m.
. Under our model,

1

M. M. X.a
E (i.) = E (M.Z.) = -"I E (Z..) = -1 m. -1-
E 1 1 1 .

E .13, .1 m. 9.! and
mi s, 1 1

2 2 2

,. M4 M. 2 M. g X.
1 1 -1Var (Y.) = Var (M.2-.) = -i-1 Var (Z.

E i E i i E 1 --7- miai m. M.
m. s. m. 1 1

1

M.

g

2

X.) a.

2

Denote by X the n x p matrix of auxiliary variables and by V
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the n x n covariance matrix associated with then sample units. Simi-

larly, denote by XII and VI the corresponding matrices for the N-n

nonsample units. Let VIII be the (N-n) x n matrix of covariances

between nonsample and sample units.

If the vector Y is arranged so that the first n units are

. .

Y
l'**

.,Y
n
and the remaining N-n are Yn+1"*" Y

N'
our model states that

E (Y) = Xa and Cov (Y) = V where
- -- - -

XI

XII-
V=

and $ is defined above. That is,

YI

n x 1

Also,

y
1

V = a

n x n

Y
n+

YII

(N - n) x 1

N

imig(x
)

ml

0 M
2
g(X

2
)

m
2

0 0

v.
_I _II,I

--_II,I _II

, and X

n x p

. 0

0

M
n
g(X )

m
n

X11
12***Xlp

X21
X

21 22*** 2p

2
= a A



and

VII
(N-n)x(N-n

2
= a A

Since we assume Cov (Y. Y.) = 0 for all i=1,...,n and j=n-171,...,

VIII is a (N-n) x n matrix of zeros. Therefore

M
T-
g(X ) 0

m
1

V =

N x N

M g(X )
n n

m
n

By elementary matrix properties

1,-1

n x n

1
-7

a

m
1

M
1
g(X )

m2

M2g()(2),

g(N+1)

0

m

0 0
Ng(X )

0

XRI )

1 -
= A

a

29
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Therefore, under model E, if $ is the weighted least-squares esti-
_

mate of a, a = (xIv XI )
-1

XIVI YI or equivalently,

"1) )(IA, !I.

4.2 Nonsample Units: Development of Predictors and Error Variance

of Predictors

The totals for the nonsample units are Y. (j=n+1,...,N). Since

E
E
(Y.) = X.$ and $ is unbiased for $, that is Eta = $, the natural

J _J_

predictor for Y. is X.
J

The model based approach we have used suggests the appropriate

measure of uncertainty of our predictors is the mean-square error or

error variance with respect to E, the joint distribution of the units in

Y. Therefore we assume the samples s and si are fixed for i=1,...

and we consider, for j=n+1,...,N,

E
E
(Y.-X.$)

2

J
= Var (Y.) + 2Cov (YJ .,X.$) + Var

E
X.$).

J- J -J-

Since j is a nonsample unit and a is computed from the sample units, we

must have Cov
E
(Y.,X.8) = 0.

-J-.

Therefore,

E (Y. -X. )2 = Var (Y j). Var (X a)

= a
2
g(LJ ) + Cov

E
(8)X.

where

2 '
Cov (a) a (X A X

E I

1

The derivation of Cov ($) is identical to the one given in section 2.3

except that the matrix VI is defined differently in this chapter so we

get All in place of W-1 .
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Hence,

E (Y.-X.8)
2

= a
2
g(X.) + X. Cov

+
J

XI)-j].

4.3 Sample Units: Development of Predictors and Error Variance

of Predictors

Mk

For the sample units the total is Y
k

= 2 Z .(k=1,...,n). For unit
kj

k, our sample estimate of Yk is Yk. Using the Yk values we construct

a, our model based estimate of a. We note that the sample units are

composed of two kinds of subunits: those that are sampled and those

that are not sampled. We want to take advantage of our model relation-

ships and therefore we propose the following weighted predictor for

sample unit k:

A* A AA

Ykr:WkYk+(1 .'Wk) XkR

where wk is the weight given Yk.

In order to derive the weights wk (k=1,...,n) we must consider the

error variance of our predictors, E(Yk - Yk)
2

. Therefore,

yYk - Yle)2 = E (Yk - wkYk - (1 - wk)X1(i)2

= E [wk(Yk Yk) + (1 - wk)(Yk - xka)]

= 4yYk - Yk)2 + 2w (1 - wk)E (Yk - Yk)(Yk -

+ (1 - w )2E (Y
k2)

2

If we take the partial derivative of E;(Yk - Yk) with respect to wk,

set it equal to zero and solve for wk we get



W_
^* 2 2

E - y
k

) 2w
k
E ( - Y

k
) + 2E

E ( Y
k
)(Y

k
- X 13) - 2(1 -

- 2wkEjYk - ik)(Yk - Xks

+ w E (Yk - X 0
2

- Y
k
)(Y

k
- X 13,

(Yk
$)

2

E (y - x
2

k k_

- ) - 2EE(Yk - Yk)(Yk !k2)

2
= E(Yk - !k!) - (Yk k)(Yk ka)

E(Yk - Xkg)
2

E (Yk 51.1e)(Y 40
--,wk

2 '- 2
E ( - T ) 2E (Y - )(Y - X- + E (Y - X

k k k k k_ & k k_

We must now derive E (Y
k

- Y
k

)
2

k
, E (Y - X t3)

2
, and

E (Y
k k

)(Y
k

- 6k ;) Therefore, if 51( denotes the subunits not

sampled in unit k, we have

E(Yk -Y " =E Z. -MI
9 Mk

kJ k k

k r
= Zkj + Zkj L

sk sk k sk

(Fiji - 1) ZkZki

sk k / s JJ
k

Xt4
, M )Zki (Mk Mk) '1"-Tk (Mk

k Mk

Mk

m
k

Z
kj,

)
2

32



= E (1 Zkj - (Mk
sk

I Mk mk
Z -

1 mk
- mk)

Mk -
mk= Var Z,.)+

; k Zkj

M m

- 2
mk sk

Cov Z .

Since the Z variables are independent for j=1,...,Mk, we have

Cov Zkj Z ) = . Therefore
-2k

j

E(Yk - 2 = Var

k

4

= Var (Z k)kj

+ Var

Mk

Mk

m

mk

k

)

Z

Var (Zkj )

(Mk mk) ak ---g
mk 2

mkak
2 ( )

9(ck)0.2 (Mk - rn )2 g(X )k
(Mk mk) Mk mk Mk

M

33
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Mk mk

g(X )a
mk

g(X )a
2

.

Mk

k k

Next we consider E (Y
k k
- X a

E (Y
k
-Xa )2 = E

Coy

E (Y
k
X
k
a)

A 2

X a )..(.1(a 1(k!)

x
lc

a) - (xlc; - Xlca 2

= Var (Y) + Var ) - 2Cov ( ,x a)

g Xk a
2

+ )(kCov (a)xk - 2Cov (

X s) - E
E

EEl(Y.Y k
) = E (Y.)E (Y ) for i #k since we assume independence

between units.



SC 

()1Adl 

AO3 = 

AO3 = 3 



Hence,

CoyY X
"

"
(X f3)X E ($)

(X, f3)(x (3)

g(Xd +a (Xk3)
2

(X:+113)(Xii3)

d

(X
n

a)(X a)

1...X19(Xk!)

36

a)(X 13)

9(xk)0.2 + (Xi) (xka)2

.k+12) (Xj + 1 ( ...X I

(Xna)(XLa) X a)(X a)
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Mk

M
k

k k]
g(Xk)a2 -

k
a
2

X (X A
I

X
-1

X

- g(X )a2 + Cov (Y 6)
k' k,

-
= Cov(Yk,

Mk

2

!k(!Ifi1kI !I)

-1

An
Using the same technique we used to derive Cov(Yk, Xka) we find that

Cov (Yk' 6) = a2 Xlc (XLI A1X
I
)-1X Hence,

_ _

38

E (Yk -
k
)(Y

k
- Xk) = a2 Xk (X11

Now let Sk =

Mk (1

g(k)

X,(1 Tort
" "k

-1
X Then we can see that

[2 2
-

a k

m
k
0 a

k

Mk m k

(1

"k

2mk\

2
a g(X ) +

mk
6
k

2m

Mk

2
- 2a Sk

M

N 9(X k)

I'
)

"kk
21111

g
1 -

Mk

2m
k k

g(!!k) 6k Mk
m 8k

8 +
k Mk

- 26
k

!
m

il g(X
k

) - g(X
k

g(k)

mks
k

M
k

g(X ) + (sk

g(X
m
k

'k
- s

k

2m
k
6
k

m
k k

26 +

Mk
k Mk

1



M g(X ) - m
k k k

M
k

mks

mk

mk

Mk

Substituting wk into our formula for Yk we find

*
Yk =w Yk + (1-w

k
)

ink

Mk)

m
k

Mk

=m

Zki +
mk

mk
*2

When we substitute wk into E (Y
k

- Y
k

) we get

EE(Yk Yk)2 = w
2

k
E (Y

k
- Y

k
)

2
+ (1-wk)

2 - 2

EE(Yk - Xk0

+ w
k
(1-w

ki
E

2
mk

=

Mk

(V C1 )(V
k

)k(;)

2

2

g
m1. k m

+

Mk )

X

k

9(X k) + M k

39



2m
k

M
k

nik

M k
)a 6

2

= Q2 (1

m 2m
k k

('
Mk

Mk 5k

-

2
M
k

2m
k

Mk) mk 5k

k
g(X ) + g(X ) - g(X ) +

M
k

_k _k M
k

k

2
Finally, a E-unbiased estimator of a is given by

2

2
n (Y.

1

- X.1B) m.
17

a = (n-p)
-1

L mg (X.)
i=1

40

M 2
k

Mk)'k

k

M
<
)6 k
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V. ALLOCATION AND SAMPLE SIZE FOR THE TWO-STAGE PROBLEM

In this chapter we consider the problems involved in allocating

the sample in the two-stage case. These problems include selecting

specific units to be sampled and choosing the number of units and sub-

units to achieve our fixed sample size while minimizing the errors of

our predictors. In addition to outlining one selection scheme we

briefly mention another and discuss reasons for using the one we

suggest.

5.1 A Plan For Allocating the Sample

Royall (1976) discusses the problems involved in designing a sample

survey. He points out that in designing a survey it is often necessary

to strike a "balance between many factors, not all of which lend them-

selves to mathematical analysis." He goes on to state that

"designs with mathematically simple estimates

are appropriate and often desirable, not be-

cause statisticians are lazy, but because

simple estimates having high "face validity"

or intuitive appeal are more readily used

than estimates derived from esoteric math-

ematical manipulations."

All of this enters into the choice of a sampling plan.

In our case we have been forced to "strike a balance" between

"esoteric mathematical manipulations" and a simple, practical scheme

for selecting units and subunits. In theory we would like to select

.. 2

our sample in such a way that we minimize the maximum of E (Y.
J

- X.B)

2

for j = n + 1,...,N and E g( Yk Yk) for k = 1,...,n. However, if we

look at these error variances we see
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where A
I

1
depends on the m

k
for k= l,...,n. Any scheme for selecting

the sample based on directly minimizing the maximum of these N equa-

tions will, we believe, be complicated and impractical. We will de-

scribe one possible approach in the next section that we feel may be

worth further investigation.

Rather than directly studying the error variances mentioned above,

2
we chose to examine E (Y

k
- Yk) for k=1,...,n. This is the error

variance associated with the sample part of the sample unit k. By

2
choosing our sample to minimize the maximum of EF,.(Yk Yk) we select

the "best" Y
1

vector. Since 0 is a function of Y
1
we are also in a

sense selecting a good estimate of a.

We propose the following sampling scheme. First choose some

starting size for the number of units selected, say n1. Using the

procedure outlined in section 3.1, select nl units assuming no sub-

sampling (mk = Mk for k= l,...,n1). We would now like to select our mk

... 2
such that yYk - Yk) is minimized for k=1,...,n1 and given the re-

striction that 1lm = m (where m is our fixed total sample size). We

k=1 "

use the method of Lagrange multipliers to accomplish this. Therefore,

2 2E (Y
k

-
k

) - X m
m = 1

M _k
)g(X )o- - x -

k=1 k k k=1 "
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5.1.3)

Taking the partial derivative of (5.1.3) with respect to mk and setting

it equal to zero we get

2

2 M g
mk =

mk

-a

141
k
g(X

k
) a

2

5.1.4)

Now we take the partial derivative of (5.1.3) with respect to X and set

it equal to zero. Thus,

0 = [
3X
3 E (Y

k
- Y

2 A( till in)

k-41

nl

k=1 k

We now substitute in for m
k
from (5.1.4) to get

n
1 )/M g(X )

k k
m =

k=1 /77

1

I 04
k
g(X

k
) a

.
k=1

(

ni

1 mk
k=1

(5.1.5)



Therefore, substituting (5.1.5) into (5.1.4) we have

k k
g(X ) a

n1

iMkg(X ) a

k=1

g
k

(X
k

n
1

1 41 g(X )
k k

k=1
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This gives us mk for We can now compute equations

(5.1.1) and (5.1.2), the error variances for our predictors. By

obtaining the maximum over the N-nl, nonsample error variances and

the n
1

sample error variances we can judge how good this sampling plan

is. We would like to minimize the maximum over these equations with

perhaps the added constraint of a minimum allowable error on the

nonsample units. Toward this end we repeat the entire procedure begin

ning with n2 units where ni<n2<N. By continuing in this way we derive

a sequence of sampling plans, P1, P2,.... We continue this sequence

until the maximum over the N equations (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) is no longer

being reduced or, if there are other constraints, until all of these

are met. We also point out that since the total sample size is fixed,

when we increase n we reduce the number of subunits sampled. Therefore,

increasing n increases the (5.1.2) values.

In summary our plan is:

1. Choose some starting point for the number of units, n1.
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2. Select the specific n units based on the section

3.1 selection method. This means we ignore sub-

sampling (mk = Mk).

3. For the specific units selected compute

g(X )
k _k

m
k

m.

/
1

iMkg()!k)

k=1

4. Compute the N-n1 (5.1.1) and the nl (5.1.2)

values. Find the maximum of these values.

5. Choose n
2
>ni and repeat the procedure

starting at step 1.

6. Continue this procedure until the maximum

at step 4 is no longer being reduced (or

until any other constraints on the error

variances are met).

The amount of increase in ni each time is a matter of interpreta-

tion. If the maximum over (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) is changing a lot from

to P. then we would suggest a larger change in n. than if there
Pi-1

is little reduction taking place. If it happens that nl was chosen so

that at plan P2 (using n2) the maximum is increasing, reduce nl to ni

and repeat the procedure suggested above only reducing n at each step

until the condition in step 6 is met.

This procedure does require a lot of computation but it is all

relatively easy to do. All of the computations mentioned above are

simple and straightforward. We feel this makes our plan practical and
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reasonable.

5.2 A Second Allocation Plan: Its Drawbacks and Advantages

In the previous section we mentioned that we would like to be able

to derive a plan that deals directly with finding the minimum of the

maximum of (5.1.1) and (5.1.2). This is extremely unwieldy to work

with since both sets of equations depend on the mk through AI . One

method of attack did occur to us. We will briefly discuss this ap-

proach and why we did not recommend it.

Before proceeding let us rewrite (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) in the follow

ing form:

'^ 2
E (Y. - X

J
.$) =

J .

and

E (Yk Cfk*)2
Q2 1

mk

M
k

D(X.
J J

s. , j=n+1,..,N (5.2.1)

m
Mk.g(X6) + 1 tr. , k=1,...,n. (5.2.2)

" "k

)

(

One possible approach is to consider the allocation of the mk as

a linear programming problem. We would choose an arbitrary nl and

select units as per section 3.1 ignoring subsampling. Once our units

are selected we note that g(Xj) is fixed for j=n + 1,...,N. Therefore,

the only part of the quantity (5.2.1) we could control would be 8j.

We want to allocate the m
k

so that we minimize the maximum of the S

for j=n + 1,...,N. These sj are functions of the mk. Once we had

achieved this allocation we could compute (5.2.1) and (5.2.2) for our

sample and note the maximum of these equations. We would then repeat
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this procedure with n2>ni units. We could continue this process until

we feel we have reached the optimum (mimimax) sample.

This approach has a number of drawbacks. It is a major linear

programming problem and each repetition would require solving this

problem. It may not even be feasible. It requires an iterative

approach and we have no idea if it would converge any faster to the

optimum plan than the method of section 5.1. The method of the previous

section is, we believe, much simpler to use. It may (or may not)

require more repetitions. This second plan does deal more directly

with (5.2.1) and (5.2.2) but this may not be enough to offset its

problems. This second plan probably deserves further consideration.
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VI. EXAMPLE: A RECREATION SURVEY FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY

In this chapter we will examine part of a survey we carried out for

the Environmental Protection Agency (E.P.A.). Recall from Chapter I

that the main purpose of the survey was to predict the annual number of

recreation days by activity for each county in Oregon, Washington, and

Idaho. The activities of interest were boating, fishing, swimming, and

camping. Eventually they want to examine water quality and see how it

affects recreation in the Northwest. Results were needed for each

county in the three state area, but restrictions made it impossible to

sample each county. It was necessary, therefore, to design a survey

which would provide predictions for each county without actually

sampling each county. We will use the results of previous chapters to

show how this was accomplished.

6.1 Model, Predictors, and Error Variances of the Predictors

The problem described above is clearly a two-stage prediction prob-

lem. The primary units of interest were the 119 counties in the three

states. Appendix A contains a list of the counties by state. County

i was known to contain Mi households. For each activity the number of

activity days for each household is a random variable. Concentrating

on one activity, we would thus have the random variable Zij associated

with the j
th

household in the i
th

county where Zip represents the number

of activity days. We assumed there was no correlation between households
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M.
71

fortheZ
'

Our main interest was therefore in Y. = Z. the total
ij

j=1

number of activity days by county for i=1,...,119. Actually, we were

interested in four totals (one for each activity) for each county but

we will continue to concentrate on one activity. The one place where

multiple county predictions creates problems is in allocating the sam-

ple. We will discuss the problems at that time.

Associated with county i were 14 known auxiliary variables.

Twelve of these variables were the breakdown of six age categories by

sex. The other two variables were the average per capita income and

the accessibility of recreation opportunities. The economist from the

E.P.A. had devised a measure of recreation accessibility for each

activity based on available recreation sites and distances to those

sites from selected population centroids. Thus, associated with county

i we have X. = (X11"
1

,X.
14

). These data came from the 1970 census.

The independent random variables Y1,...Y119 were assumed to be dis-

tributed so that yYi) = Xi! and Var pi) = g(Xi)0.2 where

a = (a .a
14

) and a2 are unknown constants. The random variables

Zij
ij

111were assumed to be distributed so that E (Z) = . and

Var (Z..) = a2. That is, we assumed homogeneous variances within
1J

M4 XA134

counties. Therefore, since Y. = y'Z.., we must have = k!.:-. and

1 j=1 13

g(Xi) = Mi for i=1,...,119. Also our sample estimate of Yi will be

M. ,

l
Y. =

m
= 1 /

t
Z.

j
for i=1,...,n. It follows from section 4.1

1 1 1 . .

1 / _2 2
a

that E-(Y.
1

= xi2 and VayYi) 1

E m.
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The
All

matrix becomes

m

M2
1

0

m
2

0 0

0

m
n

and therefore i = (XA-1X
I
)1 X AIAA Y where X and Y are described in

section 4.1 with p=14.

The predictors for the nonsample units are X.$ and the error vari-
-J-

ance of these units are E (Y. - X-4^3)2
J

= a2 LMj X:(XA-7-1X )-1X.1

for j=n+1,...,119.

The predictors for the sample counties are

(
le

mi,

cr ;Z + 1- --=X$ for k=1,...,n. The error variances for
k

=
kj Mk k_

these counties are given by

E (Yk - Y
k
)

2
= a

2
1 - -21 M + (1

Mk
X

,

(X
1,

Mk k M k _I_
k

6.2 The Sampling Plan for the Survey

We had a fixed total sample size of 3000 households. Therefore,

our constraint was 1 m
k

= 3000. We decided to select 40 counties and

k=1

we used the procedure outlined in section 3.1 to select counties.

Actually we used the Di and di formulation of deviations about the

mean vector X since at that point we were assuming g(Xi)= 1 for all i.
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Thirteen of the fourteen auxiliary variables are the same regardless of

activity. Recreation accessibility depends on the activity however,

since different activities use some different sites. This means we

used our selection process four times and obtained four different sets

of 40 counties.

Appendices B, C, D, and E contain the output we produced using

our selection technique. By examining this output and looking at the

last 40 counties on each list we saw that most of the same counties

were included in this group of 40 for each activity. Tables I to III

contain the lists of counties that were selected for each state. The

counties are listed by activity and are also grouped according to the

number of lists they appeared on. There are a total of 39 counties in

Washington, 36 in Oregon, and 44 in Idaho. The same 16 counties appear-

ed on every activity list for Washington. There were 13 on each list

for Oregon and eight in Idaho.

Table IV contains the lists by state of the final counties chosen

for the sample. There were 15 in Washington, 14 in Oregon, and 11 in

Idaho. The final counties were chosen according to the number of

activity lists they appeared on, their population size, and geographi-

cal location. We attempted to get a wide spread on population size and

geographical location when we had a choice. This was an attempt to

give us some degree of robustness in case our model was incorrect.

In distributing the sample among the 40 counties we decided to

use 75 households per county. That is, mk = 75 for k=1,...,40. We did

this because we assumed equal within county variances and because we
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TABLE I. COUNTIES SELECTED IN WASHINGTON

Fishing Camping Swimming Boating

Benton Benton Benton Benton
King King King King
Clark Clark Clark Clark
Snohomish Snohomish Snohomish Snohomish
Yakima Yakima Yakima Yakima
Grant Grant Grant Grant
Pierce Pierce Pierce Pierce
Kitsap Kitsap Kitsap Kitsap
Asotin Asotin Asotin Asotin
Whitman Whitman Whitman Whitman
Spokane Spokane Spokane Spokane
Whatcom Whatcom Whatcom Whatcom
Walla Walla Walla Walla Walla Walla Walla Walla
Garfield Garfield Garfield Garfield
Kittitas Kittitas Kittitas Kittitas
Island Island Island Island

On Four Lists

Benton
King
Clark

Snohomish
Yakima
Grant
Pierce
Kitsap
Asotin
Whitman
Spokane
Whatcom
Walla Walla
Garfield
Kittitas
Island
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TABLE II. COUNTIES SELECTED IN OREGON

Fishing Camping Swimming Boating

Multnomah Benton Lane Morrow

Marion Multnomah Morrow Washington

Morrow Marion Washington Lane

Washington Washington Lincoln Marion

Lane Clackamas Multnomah Multnomah

Benton Lane Marion Lincoln

Jackson Morrow Benton Benton

Clackamas Jackson Jackson Clackamas

Josephine Lincoln Clackamas Baker

Sherman Baker Baker Jackson

Baker Josephine Josephine Josephine

Douglas Sherman Tillamook Sherman

Lincoln Coos Sherman Douglas

Douglas Curry Coos

Yamhill Douglas

Jefferson

On Four Lists On Two Lists On One List

Multnomah Coos Yamhill

Marion Jefferson

Morrow Curry

Washington Tillamook

Lane
Benton
Jackson
Clackamas
Josephine
Sherman
Baker
Douglas
Lincoln
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TABLE III. COUNTIES SELECTED IN IDAHO

Fishing Camping Swimming Boating

Bonneville Washington Teton Teton
Teton Teton Washington Washington
Washington Madison Madison Ada

Madison Ada Ada Madison
Ada Elmore Owyhee Shoshone
Camas Owyhee Elmore Owyhee

Franklin Camas Bannock Bonneville
Elmore Shoshone Camas Kootenai

Owyhee Shoshone Elmore

Twin Falls Camas

Shoshone

On Four Lists On Two Lists On One List

Washington Bonneville Bannock
Teton Kootenai

Madison Twin Falls

Ada
Elmore
Camas
Owyhee
Shoshone

TABLE IV. FINAL COUNTIES SELECTED FOR THE SAMPLE

Washington Oregon Idaho

Benton Multnomah Washington
King Marion Teton

Clark Morrow Madison
Snohomish Washington Ada

Yakima Lane Elmore

Grant Benton Owyhee
Pierce Jackson Camas
Kitsap Clackamas Shoshone
Asotin Josephine Bonneville
Whitman Sherman Bannock
Spokane Baker Twin Falls
Whatcom Douglas
Walla Walla Lincoln
Garfield Jefferson
Island
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felt a minimum of 75 observations was needed per county. At this time

we had not as yet fully developed our allocation procedure described in

Chapter V.

Therefore, the All matrix becomes

and Y = L . +
k s

k
kJ

.*2
E (Y

k
- Yk) = a

for k=1,...,40.

All = 75

75

Mk

1 0

1

0

M
2

2

1

0
2

M40

with

6.3 Final Results and Conclusions

The survey was conducted by telephone by three survey organiza-

tions (one in each state). Random digit dialing was used to select

respondents. The predicted number of recreation days by activity by

county by state are given in Tables V to VII along with the estimated

standard errors of the predictions. The sample counties are identified

by an asterisk and the standard errors are below the predictions in
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TABLE V. PREDICTED NUMBER OF RECREATION DAYS
BY ACTIVITY BY COUNTY FOR WASHINGTON

Boating Swimming Fishing Camping

Adams 18070 35060 107700 61460

(2581) (3137) (6560) (1675)

Asotin* 89180 124900 115400 108300

(3903) (4718) (10440) (2499)

Benton* 202100 439000 752500 490400

(11490) (14800) (32820) (7310)

Chellan 168400 286100 376400 279400

(4921) (5956) (13810) (3155)

Clallum 129100 184800 204700 196100

(4649) (5506) (12240) (2895)

Clark* 652900 685000 -8153 892900

(30570) (36110) (80290) (19570)

Columbia . 25530 30780 37360 28270

(1319) (1562) (3615) (850.2)

Cowlitz 253100 407700 501700 441800

(6406) (7700) (17020) (4109)

Douglas 38630 62990 87100 98190

(2255) (2646) (5804) (1438)

Ferry 18300 11170 -7202 18980

(1349) (1592) (3577) (861.4)

Franklin 74090 178100 443600 176300

(5978) (7250) (17290) (3825)

Garfield* 11730 17300 26690 21510

(921.6) (1099) (2428) (590.4)

Grant* 77440 147100 231700 228000

(8832) (9392) (21230) (5322)

Grays Harbor 247000 397800 506000 399700

(5926) (7631) (16810) (3814)

Island* 126600 156600 239900 152000

(5118) (6107) (13440) (3276)
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TABLE V. Continued

Swimming Fishing
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Camping

Jefferson 38200 37660 59490 54580

(2486) (3334) (6534) (1583)

King* 5031000 7148000 6756000 7298000

(198400) (228100) (517700) (127400)

Kitsap* 532600 879400 1515000 739100

(17040) (22410) (51170) (10910)

Kittitas 78350 89600 -61760 119800
(7501) (9253) (20260) (4811)

Klickitat 29030 42110 -25490 74450

(2616) (3075) (8325) (1688)

Lewis 206300 276300 296000 280400
(5514) (6687) (14480) (3529)

Lincoln 34090 36170 -37510 68370

(3634) (4323) (9559) (2344)

Mason 97450 153700 281000 133100

(4894) (5779) (13050) (3133)

Okanogan 86240 153700 202000 163900

(3443) (4347) (9137) (2203)

Pacific 61320 108000 117500 101600
(4089) (4645) (10290) (2637)

Pend Oreille 13910 -6498 -11830 22400
(1494) (3218) (4583) (952.3)

Pierce* 2056000 3657000 7634000 2775000

(81030) (100600) (236000) (51870)

San Juan 18200 17750 2989 27470

(1792) (2202) (4357) (1132)

Skagit 202000 324400 385000 334600

(5945) (7002) (15650) (3808)

Skamania 22700 17710 -35900 37650

(1658) (2074) (5542) (1060)

Snohomish* 808300 980800 661000 1378000
(43020) (47730) (105600) (27950)
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County Boating

TABLE V. Concluded

Swimming Fishing Camping

Spokane* 1256000 1983000 2174000 1913000
(27670) (33550) (75380) (17720)

Stevens 49930 65550 32400 94140

(3128) (3718) (8553) (2006)

Thurston 283400 441600 568300 475800
(8115) (9225) (21220) (5240)

Wahkiakum 11330 5572 -22500 19840
(885.8) (1735) (3969) (540.2)

Walla Walla* 241800 269700 279000 250700
(8962) (10460) (23440) (5750)

Whatcom* 344200 461200 363100 465500
(9714) (10860) (24060) (5877)

Whitman* 151000 205700 159000 186700
(8901) (10450) (23450) (5706)

Yakima* 544100 850000 871000 931700

(12740) (15670) (34490) (8172)
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County

TABLE VI. PREDICTED NUMBER OF RECREATION DAYS
BY ACTIVITY BY COUNTY FOR OREGON

Boating Swimming Fishing Camping

Baker* 13970 8435 -44510 59570
(4262) (5254) (11540) (2729)

Benton* 201400 248500 270400 257100
(9841) (12070) (25820) (6319)

Clackamas* 534000 893400 1303000 979300
(22450) (24760) (57210) (14520)

Clatsop 134800 169900 106500 193700
(5436) (6298) (13980) (3519)

Columbia 99560 118700 131100 146100
(3832) (4512) (9933) (2469)

Coos 188500 308700 407800 361400
(6339) (7895) (18170) (4043)

Crook 35250 54590 36690 66480
(1443) (1692) (3897) (930.9)

Curry 31320 57030 110000 82320
(3101) (3703) (8480) (2001)

Deschutes 88670 112900 108100 164400
(3783) (4864) (10020) (2424)

Douglas* 159000 310400 559100 380600
(10410) (12240) (27830) (6676)

Gilliam 6783 9835 7862 11740
(676.6) (793.0) (2356) (435.4)

Grant 12340 36400 20110 38110
(1603) (2021) (4878) (1028)

Harney 13000 26180 58810 30400
(1466) (1802) (3759) (934.0)

Hood River 49680 92630 100700 101600
(2870) (3341) (7807) (1845)

Jackson* 270500 440900 473700 494100
(11420) (13550) (30050) (7309)
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County

TABLE VI. Continued

Boating Swimming Fishing Camping

Jefferson* 20720 21530 10910 58040

(1411) (2548) (4433) (903.4)

Josephine* 134500 174900 90710 181800

(6834) (8047) (18010) (4382)

Klamath 152100 290100 530600 306800

(6363) (8032) (18430) (4065)

Lake 11360 28410 81220 29430

(1543) (1984) (4536) (986.0)

Lane* 714600 1067000 513000 1297000
(27560) (32570) (72760) (17650)

Lincoln* 97680 129900 120400 144800

(6208) (7261) (15850) (3996)

Linn 247900 364700 413500 439200
(5632) (6561) (14760) (3069)

Malheur 56770 97630 144400 124200
(3502) (4139) (9194) (2241)

Marion* 803800 1080000 671400 1019000

(37350) (44200) (99440) (23920)

Morrow* 10500 19790 30250 22730
(764.9) (983.6) (2011) (488.0)

Multnomah* 3069000 4519000 3136000 4219000

(101000) (120400) (268600) (64850)

Polk 94080 123700 120500 166100
(6285) (8292) (16570) (4044)

Sherman* 6496 10340 10100 16870
(588.3) (761.4) (1921) (375.0)

Tillamook 76600 61260 92270 112400

(2970) (6269) (7685) (1900)

Umatilla 128300 267000 386800 271400
(6481) (8147) (17360) (4155)

Union 78850 100500 38020 112000

(2031) (2417) (5889) (1305)
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TABLE VI. Concluded

County Boating Swimming Fishing Camping

Wallowa 20140 36470 47600 32360
(1315) (1581) (3527) (839.1)

Wasco 75470 127900 157100 139600
(2526) (2985) (6840) (1619)

Washington* 416300 281000 632900 610400
(41790) (49470) (109200) (26700)

Wheeler 1437 4694 -23400 9932
(517.0) (604.8) (2862) (332.4)

Yamhil 1 163500 186500 171500 212800
(5701) (7675) (15230) (3659)
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County

TABLE VII. PREDICTED NUMBER OF RECREATION DAYS
BY ACTIVITY BY COUNTY FOR IDAHO

Boating Swimming Fishing Camping

Ada* 409800 679700 675500 744400
(11080) (13280) (29300) (7063)

Adams 7069 6550 11960 13010
(588.6) (748.1) (1536) (374.8)

Bannock* 181200 278100 236400 314100

(5498) (6607) (14360) (3513)

Bear Lake 24450 43780 64150 39460
(1140) (1503) (3090) (729.2)

Benewah 9482 -6986 -26240 13420
(1956) (2481) (5278) (1258)

Bingham 86210 130200 175500 176300
(3498) (4073) (8921) (2232)

Blaine 12620 34520 91130 32230
(1588) (1886) (4673) (1020)

Boise 2480 -7020 -4963 1061

(867.2) (1236) (2294) (554.6)

Bonner 38360 44140 83540 76500

(2758) (3940) (7272) (1769)

Bonneville* 171100 216600 189600 302100
(16810) (9918) (23510) (10830)

Boundary 24240 13830 23070 28520
(1522) (2238) (3974) (990.1)

Butte 6022 16210 43910 17340
(777.1) (1046) (2398) (498.2)

Camas* 133 237.1 3777 2989
(222.5) (264.8) (595.7) (142.5)

Canyon 230500 344000 288500 375800
(6702) (7891) (17500) (4331)

Caribou 16970 48480 94980 46640
(1523) (2112) (4250) (978.6)
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County

TABLE VII. Continued

Boating Swimming Fishing Camping

Cassia 59950 91410 123200 109000
(1695) (2018) (4557) (1075)

Clark 698.2 864.9 11340 1948

(305.4) (479.2) (1290) (196.9)

Clearwater 11320 11970 10840 43520

(3169) (3632) (8046) (2022)

Custer 10840 9458 30830 13820
(933.9) (1079) (2475) (592.4)

Elmore* 63360 78300 122400 97490
(4554) (5416) (12200) (2917)

Franklin 35040 46430 32480 49390

(1524) (1833) (3954) (985.4)

Fremont 33160 54290 99890 56080

(1351) (1900) (4333) (862.1)

Gem 28100 36570 33090 50930

(1379) (1814) (3872) (886.0)

Gooding 38180 56250 39520 59580

(1894) (2229) (4851) (1234)

Idaho 45120 70410 79810 82980

(1677) (2016) (4449) (1069)

Jefferson 34850 56570 96000 66790
(1761) (2226) (4835) (1127)

Jerome 28700 61090 109700 67250

(1704) (2192) (4750) (1096)

Kootenai 127100 175200 201300 205100

(3598) (4698) (9440) (2303)

Latah 124900 142900 131900 127300

(5105) (6016) (13430) (3271)

Lemhi 9191 11260 2027 21010

(1131) (1333) (3003) (721.3)

Lewis 8488 15410 40240 13380

(1328) (1567) (3390) (852.5)
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County

TABLE VII. Concluded

Boating Swimming Fishing Camping

Lincoln 8599 20390 42620 19020

(881.7) (1054) (2318) (564.7)

Madison* 24570 29190 46690 68090

(2899) (3406) (7578) (1857)

Minidoka 40460 84340 208300 96600

(2837) (3426) (8166) (1811)

Nez Perce 89250 144500 186800 163000

(3823) (4358) (9684) (2477)

Oneida 12650 21670 45400 15960
(760.5) (1061) (2548) (488.7)

Owyhee* 23730 16860 14510 27300

(1516) (1815) (4051) (968.6)

Payette 52260 58300 -57400 81850

(4204) (5027) (11830) (2736)

Power 15600 19800 27220 27090
(823.6) (1083) (2344) (529.1)

Shoshone* 66430 121100 154900 153300
(3820) (4638) (10180) (2448)

Teton* 6187 7465 5774 12690
(488.1) (612.5) (1281) (309.2)

Twin Falls* 177500 302600 308200 303400
(6588) (7852) (17370) (4240)

Val ley 6848 1934 24240 14760

(946.7) (1302) (2402) (599.5)

Washington* 23930 20960 57050 50480
(2872) (3396) (7565) (1840)
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parentheses. Table VIII contains the R vectors obtained from the

model.

TABLE VIII. a FOR EACH ACTIVITY

Auxiliary Variable Boating Swimming Fishing Camping

Age Group 1 - Male 33.66 46.81 48.56 23.54

Age Group 2 - Male 19.69 71.11 270.9 22.28

Age Group 3 - Male 127.1 -108.6 -535.3 -19.98

Age Group 4 - Male 23.79 54.83 517.9 -62.29

Age Group 5 - Male -53.49 -12.39 -4.139 39.17

Age Group 6 - Male -104.2 -227.8 -334.1 -192.6

Per Capita Income -.2441 .4055 8.008 -.5376

Age Group 1 - Female -22.35 -42.57 -33.76 -7.078

Age Group 2 - Female -27.59 -81.30 -369.4 -36.52

Age Group 3 - Female -165.7 31.10 203.5 21.66

Age Group 4 - Female -23.55 -34.42 37.15 -21.33

Age Group 5 - Female 104.2 185.1 102.7 129.7

Age Group 6 - Female 91.64 109.5 101.2 82.55

Recreation Accessibility 24.32 -14.23 -217.7 .3466

On examining Tables V to VII we see that the model produced

reasonable predictions in most cases. For swimming and fishing, the

model did however, give negative numbers in a few instances. One

possible reason for this result is that these counties are atypical

in some respects. The three counties with negative swimming predic-

tions are all counties with a small population and comparatively large

recreation accessibility numbers. Since recreation accessibility had

a negative regression coefficient, this tended to reduce the predic-

tion. Another conceivable reason the model produced negative pre-

dictions is that the auxiliary variables are poor predictors of

recreation activity. This is certainly true in the case of fishing.

We ran the usual weighted regression of auxiliary variables on the
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sample estimates of activity days to determine which variables were

significant predictors. Fishing had by far the worst fit. Clearly

other factors besides our auxiliary variables are having an effect on

the number of fishing days. Negative numbers we regard as zero

activity day predictions for those counties.

In order to make a simplistic comparison to check that the model

was not behaving too strangely, we predicted individual counties and

the overall total based on a simple ratio estimator and compared this

with the model. That i , we calculated

40 ,

Y.
1

i=40 1 .th
, where Y. is the estimate for the sample

Mi

i=1

county and Mi is the number of households in county i We then cal

119 ,

culated T = 1 T and compared this number with that obtained by

KF1

summing our model-based predictions over all counties. The ratio

estimator T was larger than the total over our model-based predictions

but the two numbers were reasonably close. The individual Tk ratio

estimators also seemed "reasonably" close to our model-based predic-

tions.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER QUESTIONS

In this chapter we state and discuss conclusions we have reached

as a result of this research. We also point out a number of areas

where we feel additional study may be warranted.

7.1 Conclusions

Throughout this thesis we have assumed our model was correct. All

of our results are based on this assumption. In practice the validity

of this assumption is therefore critical. If our model is correct we

are confident our design will be extremely useful. We have not investi-

gated the robustness of our model however. This is clearly an area

that requires further research; we will discuss this in the next sec-

tion.

Another important topic we have not touched on is randomization

versus purposive sampling. Our units are not chosen at random but are

selected to meet the conditions set down in section 3.1. The subunits

are randomly selected within a given unit. There are a number of pos-

sible implications to using this purposive sampling plan. First let us

consider why we randomize. As Royall (1970) points out, randomization

has the "basic function of reducing the number of assumptions required

for the validity of statistical inference procedures." Three of the

most common aspects of this function are

"(i) to protect against failure of certain

probabilistic assumptions;

(ii) to average out effects of certain un-
observed or unknown random variables; and
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(iii) to guard against unconscious bias
on the part of the experimenter."

These conditions all go toward making the results of the experiment

convincing to others.

Royall (1970) argues that if we assume a given probability model

applies to our situation and this model provides a proper structure for

describing properties of strategies as they are applied to the actual

population of interest, then "the distribution determined by random

sample selection is not the only relevent probability distribution."

He further reasons that if the sampler feels strongly that a sample in

which the auxiliary variables have a certain configuration is best,

then the sampler should purposely select such a sample.

Thus we return to the question of how much confidence we have in

our model. This, of course, depends greatly on the particular situation

under study. Naturally, our model is chosen partly for its mathemati-

cal tractability. Nontheless, E may be the "true" state of affairs or

it may be sufficiently near true to introduce no risk of bias resulting

from an inaccurate model. Our degree of confidence in our model be-

comes very important and must be determined in some way. Previous sur-

veys and studies of our population of interest may provide a clue to

our model's applicability. If we feel confident our model is correct,

we can proceed with our strategy for design and analysis. If our model

fails in certain aspects then we become concerned with robustness.

We wish to point out that a model based approach is necessary to

our prediction problem. Since we cannot sample every unit we must

assume some relationship among the variables of interest in order to be
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able to make predictions for nonsample units based on the sample units.

How our sample is selected, once we have our model, is thus the criti-

cal question we must consider. Do we use our model-based scheme or a

totally random selection procedure? We will discuss certain aspects of

this question in the next section.

7.2 Robustness

As mentioned earlier, robustness is an area we have not investi-

gated but one which certainly requires study. When we discuss robust

ness we are really concerned with how accurate our model must be. This

depends on what effects various defects in the model have on the

statistical theory generated by the model. Samples that are highly

efficient under a specific model can be extremely susceptible to de

fects in that model.

Royall and Herson (1973) investigate the robustness of the stand-

ard ratio estimator for the population total under certain polynomial

regression models. They use a model l (with one auxiliary variable, X)

to describe their population and assume a second model (same auxil-

iary variable X) is really correct. They then studied the standard

ratio estimator of the population total (B.L.U. under and concluded

that balanced samples would provide robustness for this estimator. By

balanced samples they mean that all sample moments for X up to the J
th

must be equal to the corresponding moments of the population for X,

where J is the degree of the polynomial inl. They also advocate ap

proximately balanced samples as a realistic approach to selecting the
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sample since balanced samples may be difficult to achieve.

Our situation is different from theirs in a number of respects.

We can have more than one auxiliary variable for example. How can you

balance with more than one variable? We could balance on one auxiliary

variable if we feel one was more important than the others. We could

then randomly select from all samples which are approximately balanced

with respect to this one variable. We are not advocating this proce-

dure. We only point it out as one possible solution to our problem.

We need to investigate the properties of our model in order to deter-

mine if there is a sampling scheme that will ensure the robustness of

our predictors.

In this regard we mention the comments of Hansen, Madow and Tepping

(1978). They feel that when the superpopulation distribution E is

used to select the sample,serious problems may occur unless is known

to be true or nearly true. They believe that for surveys with small

samples the superpopulation purposive sampling approach may be best.

However, when large samples are taken they don't believe in making any

model-based assumptions but in relying only on conventional fixed model

survey techniques. We, of course, need to assume a model in order to

make the predictions for our nonsample units. In this case they would

argue against any purposive sampling scheme and advocate random sampl-

ing. They point out that in cases of large samples, approximately

balanced sampling tends to be achieved by random sampling. Once again

we are not certain how our conclusions are affected by departures from

our model. This whole question of robustness of our model is
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very important and difficult to answer. Further study is certainly de-

manded.

7.3 Multiple Predictions Per Unit

Another problem mentioned earlier was that of multiple predictions

per unit. In the case of our example in Chapter VI, we wanted to pre-

dict the total number of recreation days for each of four types of

recreation activities per county. Our allocation scheme is based on

predicting one value, Yi, per unit i. If we have the same auxiliary

variables for each characteristic of interest, there is no problem

since our allocation scheme is based on certain functions of the aux-

iliary variables. However, if the auxiliary variables associated with

unit i change from predicting Yil to 'fir, then we must decide how to

allocate the sample to "minimize" the error variances of these predict

ed values. We must therefore decide what we mean by "minimize" for the

multiple error variances (N-n for each characteristic in the one-stage

case, N for each in the two-stage case). This will involve some sort

of compromise. In the case of our example in Chapter VI, we tried to

ensure a random geographic and population size sample by counties by

state. We tried to achieve this goal by examining the four lists of

sample counties we got from our selection scheme and "matching up" the

lists. We feel we achieved this aim by using our selected counties

while adjusting some to "balance" the four lists. This is a problem

which should be studied in more detail in a general model setup to

determine the "best" compromise since most surveys will require multiple
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predictions.

7.4 Allocation Problems

In allocating the sample for the one-stage prediction problem we

assumed cost was not a factor, or equal cost per unit. Now let us con-

sider the situation where we do have a fixed sample cost, C *. We would

like to choose the sample so that we minimize the error variances of the

predicted units while not exceeding C*. Consider a cost function such

as C = / C
i'

where C.. is the cost of sampling unit i. We want to
1=1

select a sample of n units so that C4 < C*. Chapter III described a
i=1

procedure for selecting specific units by listing the units in the step-

wise order in which they are eliminated. Using this procedure we could

n n+1

simply increase n until / C < C* and C > C *. We could then compute
i=1

i
1=1

the error variance for each nonsample unit to determine the approximate

precision we could achieve. However, suppose unit i is selected for the

sample and unit i is expensive to sample (i.e., Ci is large). It may be

better to choose two less expensive units and sample those in place of i.

It would alter the g(X.j ) + X.J (X V X )

.1

X
J

values in the error variances,

but the amount of change is impossible to determine without recomputing

the error variances with the new units substituted for i. Some sort of

iterative approach may be appropriate, but this is a problem for future

study and one we did not investigate further.

In the two-stage prediction case we pointed out certain drawbacks

to our allocation scheme. We would like to deal directly with the
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error variances but this is extremely difficult to do as mentioned in

section 5.2. Our plan should be studied to determine how well it com-

pares to any "optimum" scheme based on directly dealing with the error

variances.

In looking at our method given in section 3.1 for choosing specific

units, we pointed out in section 3.2 that our method may not give the

minimax sample. We feel it would be worthwhile to investigate our

selection method to see what, if any, optimum properties it possesses.

One consequence of our allocation scheme deserves special mention.

We point out that by ordering the sample units as we did in section

3.1, any "outlier" will definitely be included in the sample. This

may not be desirable in estimating a One possible alternative to our

plan would be to use our method to order the population units and then

to take a systematic or a stratified sample from this ordered set.

Other types of sampling schemes besides stratified and systematic may

also be appropriate. This is another topic worth studying.
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APPENDIX A

This appendix contains the list of the counties in Washington,

Idaho and Oregon. The counties are numbered and are listed alphabetical-

ly by state. The numbers correspond to the numbers in the output listed

in Appendices B - E.

Washington
County Number County

1 Adams
2 Asotin
3 Benton
4 Chellan
5 Clallum
6 Clark
7 Columbia
8 Cowlitz
9 Douglas
10 Ferry

11 Franklin
12 Garfield
13 Grant
14 Grays Harbor
15 Island

16 Jefferson
17 King

18 Kitsap
19 Kittitas
20 Klickitat
21 Lewis

22 Lincoln
23 Mason
24 Okanogan
25 Pacific
26 Pend Oreille
27 Pierce

28 San Juan
29 Skagit

30 Skamania
31 Snohomish

32 Spokane
33 Stevens

34 Thurston
35 Wahkiakum
36 Walla Walla
37 Whatcom
38 Whitman
39 Yakima
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Idaho

40 Ada
41 Adams
42 Bannock
43 Bear Lake
44 Benewah
45 Bingham
46 Blaine
47 Boise
48 Bonner
49 Bonneville
50 Boundary
51 Butte
52 Camas
53 Canyon
54 Caribou
55 Cassia
56 Clark
57 Clearwater
58 Custer
59 Elmore
60 Franklin
61 Fremont
62 Gem
63 Gooding
64 Idaho
65 Jefferson
66 Jerome
67 Kootenai
68 Latah
69 Lemhi
70 Lewis
71 Lincoln
72 Madison
73 Minidoka
74 Nez Perce
75 Oneida
76 Owyhee
77 Payette
78 Power
79 Shoshone
80 Teton
81 Twin Falls
82 Valley
83 Washington
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Oregon

84 Baker
85 Benton
86 Clackamas
87 Clatsop
88 Columbia
89 Coos

90 Crook
91 Curry
92 Deschutes
93 Douglas
94 Gilliam

95 Grant
96 Harney
97 Hood River
98 Jackson
99 Jefferson

100 Josephine
101 Klamath
102 Lake
103 Lane
104 Lincoln
105 Linn
106 Malheur
107 Marion
108 Morrow
109 Multnomah
110 Polk
111 Sherman
112 Tillamook
113 Umatilla
114 Union
115 Wallowa
116 Wasco
117 Washington
118 Wheeler
119 Yamhill
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APPENDIX B

This appendix contains the output we obtained using the selection

technique of section 3.1 on the 119 counties. The activity in this case

was boating. The output is ordered from top left to bottom right. Col-

'
umn one contains the d.(D D)

-1
d values. They are listed in their order

of elimination from top left to bottom right. The last 40 counties are

the ones we considered. Column two contains the number code for the

counties. These numbers correspond to those given in Appendix A. Column

three is the 1970 population size of the county and column four tells

which state the county is in. The last 15 numbers in column one are all

.933333 since p=14 and we require at least n=15 to be able to estimate

variances in the usual regression procedure. It would not be practical

to sample less than p units, however; the counties could have been com-

pletely ordered according to the selection method of section 3.1. The

number .933333 was chosen to represent the last 15 counties in this case.
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-.0,2304-- 81- 46459 IDAHO --
.495437 119 45715 OREGON
.110935 60 6024 IDAHO

-7120002--39--004m3-*REGOM-----
.122758 52 656 IDAHO
.120790 12 24442 WASHINGTON --

.156970 59

.130464 23 8264? OREGON

ata-igg8
.160041 If 32398 WASHINGTON
.141465 49 $8123 IDAHO

-71-75566--it--12141-waSrImrrOtr-*
.174312 74 7559 IDAHO

_72_ /9078 IDAHO
.195447 37 -J9642 )445)1.0470N
.226902 34 42934 WASHINGTON

-.232742-.72 -- 17057-IDAHO
.247132 40 134653 IDAHO
.278533 ill 2101 OREGON

.337343 32 306338 wASNINGTOM
_..351240 13 44940 wASHINGTON

.336443 '108 44476 OREGON

.444142 18 116710 WASHINGTON
--.54343S--- 94 -112234- OREGON-

.559774 8* 15700 OREGON

.547465 96 206014 OREGON
-7121981--15--t-160t-tREGON

.933333 417 1153970 WASHINGTON

.933333 31 2154227 WASHINGTON

.933333 - 2-14053 WASHINGTON -

.933333 3 77372 WASHINGTON

.933333 103 5190 OREGON
--7433331--1-17-11-04t-OREGON
.933333 5 15.590 WASHINGTON
.933333 103 237237 oRgcom

-.933333 107 148919 ORtGON
.933333 109 530412 OREGON

-.933333 27 415707 wASHINGTON-- -
.933333 84 2644 IDAHO
.933333 104 27931 OREGON

-7433333--39-151535-RRSHINGTON
.933333 43 5367 IDAHO
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APPENDIX C

This appendix contains the output of our selection technique

applied to the 119 counties for the case of fishing. The description

of the output is the same as that given for Appendix B.



.1
d d c o. Pop State

-.4405714_1.14_ 22191 C16-6,19....
.004434 '0 1.543 02E604
.0011401 74 30555 IlAHO

----4-149437 114 4.23.4-4=.;.=)
.309934 16 7350 12EG0N.011.4:03 25 14.344 44SHInnTON
.010764 4t 32 11 I3040
.313962 14 1Z.Slo

_ 57... 975: 1041.3ttE77 53 11(.51.3i7is.0 *7 4345 IIA-0
.113101 44 7119 134'40
.014041 55 14496 /34m0

-.215715 -64 12929 IlAMO-
.016ASS 112 11544 c2.750.1

_15_
.- 017.16 50 F.44 11144.40
.0417134 2'4 2731i 44o.Arnr.14_41-31 35 lc7i ts%41771
.019113 41 14775 I/4140
.014346 + 46517 41SO11GT3N
:020239- 122-- 5579 -026;0'-- --
.020264 1 13104 44.1+144TON

.4020631 7361 4450014G.TOH
.121511-41 14314 12EG3M
.321410 61 6341 131h0
'1'1'23 1'4 '==C1"
.123474 24 5+25 44SfrVIGT34
.025365 34 10110 Oz.Z7.611
.025E14 47 2322

401 0241 13440
-.327097 42 _40300 C3.2634

.326317 -62 11650 124440

.021715 57 44441 I04H1

.130135 53 72172 104.41

.030494 55 13103 104H0

.0312116 ttl 13662 0.r.eSO4

.331655 75 3346 1r14.40
20 _1372! wASHI404

.032473 i 71931 4,1641'71N

.033255 45 32633 roamn

.314315 10 !..476 wAS41 *714
-- .035492 -31- 5943 u4SHINAT3N

.335917 54 7645 134P0

.016650 14 31724. ozcsou

.017144 73 14213 131P

.03/103 74 So31 10040

.042309 61 4912 IOAHO

.34.3241 7 4544 w1S4t4G70m
-36547a.... 1114143.
.345401 115 01310 3-21.q31
.045326 23 25536 144AS,e/NG714

2-51-13-e9-a5
.049304 65 13116 134140
.051394 34 12544 wesmiN670.1
.055301 34 2175 G;EG31
.046470 113 31121 C4E61y
.657650 56. 164 NAHO

. 1

dd1 (0 0) '
1 1 Co. Poe. State
.060111 50 25947 116140
.359110 22 4711 4/.16,1"GT3N

.064092 54 3291 114H0

. 064513 70 4346 IllHO

.364413' 14 61342 uasJsr.T.Ton

. 064e05 106 2+545 04E604
40313 w4SHINGTON
3354 /341-140

27649 w1 sm/1670,1
440

4;474 AASMVIGTOn
t0043 00=S3H
3240 indoo

uc715 GREcon
56173 C7EG3H
20252 clzGoN
4116 I044.0

136471-404
46451 I3Am
7559 IO4H0

.064466 5

.071214 71.072535 11

. 071216 21

.042402 ii

.030233 51

.0119144 114

.344400_131.

.04515/ 115

.046027 46
--41f4211 74

.120352 1

83

.141110 1F. 373 91' w4641 4n114

.143205 19 241E2 1446141 \6714

.1 49230._.1.2..._ 2545 W43HINGT1N...

.152424 59 11362 t34r40

.159216 134 27131 012.G09
--.4-7-'56 41 .!"12-4--ilAr3

.114061 52 656 134.+0

..141415 93 12547- 14EG0H

.194666 *36 42334: w43H/4;7134--

.216467 40 134653 114HO
-.213493_ 37 11442 44SH1NGT3N
.299610 au 15700 045604
.24E029 111 2101 3;iiG0H

.337591 31 40430 M45A2NGTON

.354417 2 10053 w4smInG7aN_.

.164903 17057'114403

.415427 110 46176 031:1:404
2410 SQ. .2061146_

.5413194 94 112235 0.2.-1'114

.640359 13 115710 4430414ra24
-r*42:7;4.
.933333 43 13E7 11440

-Y. -.
.933333 139 530412 14553.4

....133333 .107 _14E919 UEGON.
.933333 3 77372 4-46m/'n714
.133333 7 1153=7; 44E4E14TOn

--r44:133 13" r t40.-
17 154531 4445o:-Y70%.933333

.333333-'117 -

.133333 103 237437

.933333_34 155516 4.1.7.Hr4G716

.433333 44 51123 13400

. 133331 46 2E15 I3:4C
-44.433444-13 kh.l'!.1 644.6.4A,T14
. 433333 27 415717 4431.,/9013N

2E4227 w4S,4116T1N
1.°1741 0*.:774
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APPENDIX D

This appendix contains the computer output generated using the

selection technique on the 119 counties when the activity was swimming.

The description of the output is given in Appendix B.



d (0.0)'I.1.1 Co. Pop. State
.045667 114 22091 OPEGON
.046291 62 4399 :05,40
.0a72.4 *1 3232 ICAm0

---:008.502---30---11543-OREGON
.04524* 20 13725 wdEmINGTCN
. 049659 44 7014 /04m0
.811627 105 24545 OREGON
.411314 25 16348 wASAIGTON
.011213 7. 34525 /01HO
.012411 57 ,75'. ICAPIO
.012E66 5i 104,6 IOAA0

-7012492-1-15- 43211-0,7E00N-----
.013210 33 22469 wASHING7ON
.013517 _ 34. _ 5960 K4StiNG7CN
.413263 96 7350 OPEGON
.014.554 54 e445 IDAHO
.011.717 -35 - 3671 wASH:GTOM
.014551 102 6679 0:EGOft
.415E5i 4 ..557 0.15.mING74N
. 4153rs---s3 14458-105H0
.0162E4 116 2043 OREGON
. 417244_ 16 _ .12016 47.SmINGTON
.415122 95 7350 OREGON
. 01422* 75 3048 ,LANO
. 018520-- 23 6.25 wASH/NOTON
.012656 64 12929 /0AHO
.023094 6/ 4992_ /04110
.424126-47 2327-701H0---
.02536$ 64 6391 IDAHO
.025576 _ 1 13104 005MING7ON
.025732 24 27915 wism-b4T0ft
.424261 42 14650 IZAHa
.026777- - 9
.4 6041 1 6

/9347 .465o14G7ON
21;252 OPEC he

.4 5239 74 .630 I3Am

. 330525 97 14492 01EGON

.030603 53 72172 ;ORM()

.031246 65 13503 IC1120

.032264 43 -2291 IO HO

.033134 66 31724 OREGON

.033222 22 44300 OAEOuh

.035280 8 71931 NISH/8470H

.0.25196 77 14401. .06,40

.030167 29 53202 04SH:NGTON

.03E349 56 964 ICAHO

.437602 113 13662 OREGJN
-7035376 --10- 447E'WASHINGTLX---

.039951 *6 6056 IOAHO

.040342 +S 12775 /CAHO

.0.1063 45 32696 ICA/10

.043622 23 25536 m4SHINGTON

.043415 ii 10110 OniGON

.444605 54 7645 104A0

.045993 57 26968 OAEGON
---7.446297---67---46451-1-34H0

.0.9996 7 4544 wASmiNGTON

.05159.. 65 13196 IOAHO

.052412 26 7361 645A/NG704

.020354 26 3291 IOAHO

.062943 22 9738-WASHINGTON

d (0'0)_1d
1

1 Co. Pop.
.063270 51. 32.0
.063289 2 44333

---;085527-105-1.002-
. 067E27 34 92549
.0E7692 101 5.173
.066940 24 2176
.070006 64 20947
.073576 -14 -61342
.077535 21 4$47t
.477306 70 4336

. 460463 11 27649

.465446 110 32925

. 023093 69 60043

.4,4077 81 *6455

.110273 119 42715

.112757 60 4024

.119367 49 58123

.129202 52 656

.138123 15 32396

.135476 4 55682

.144135 i 82642

.1.3207 19 24462

. 1,7472 9 14962

.166206 41 14314
-7.774029" -76 *7559-

.176135 12 2545
._.241295 69642

.223593 *0 134653

.2E9644 36 *2934
-.205782 -72- -17057
.265671 ill 2101

State
IDAHO
WASH/NG:pt.!
°REGO:4
415,4INGIGN
OREGON _
OREGON
104.40
w0SAINGTON
WASHINGTON
IDAHO
IDAHO
wsSrauGTON
OhE4ON
ORiGvN
IOAHO
0:EGON
/OA/
OAM

WASH NG7ON
OREGON
005H/1.670N
:04HQ
OREGON
IDAHO
wA5A;NG7ON
wASHANGTON
IO0h9
PAS/44:470h
104n0 -
CcEGON

.3u9!07 13 4.960 WASHINGTON

.3.1,77 33 ..0..30

.3o9025 32 34E338

. 406544 100 46876

.423737 54 15740

..4755 -66 -206414
4i6541 98 112235.

.571529 16 11E710

.933333 2 15353

wASnIAGTON
wASHING7ON.
cazook
OFE40,4
orkg6r.s -

OPEGON
4R5H;NGTON
OREGON- ----
045HIAOTON

.933333 103 237937 OPEOON

.933333 106 5190 OREGON

.533333 3 77372 045HINOTON

.933333 80 2545 /0 AG
opics3r4--

.933333 5 154290 01Sm4N4T4N
- .933333 104 27331 ofig4om _
.933333 133 534412 OFEGGA
.933333 83 2367 /04810
.333333 27 415707 wASMING70N-
.933333 17 /153970 m15m;NGT1
.933333 31 20.227 615m444TON

-.9.13333 --tur-186919CREGOm
.933333 39 126516 04Sr10G7GN
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APPENDIX E

This appendix shows the computer output from our selection method

when it was applied to the 119 counties in the case of camping. The

description of the output is given in Appendix B.



.
d, (0

..

0)
i

'd
1 1 Co. Pop, State
.005691 56 7350 OFEON
.484346 114 22091 OFEGON
. 007704 102 6479 OREGON
.40774Y-136 --2451.5-0PEGotr--
.045552 41 3244 IDAHO
.0i0331 16 ' 12016 x03,4.1;4704
.010494 (12 -349 IDAHO
.010409 by 7380 OFErAN
.010963 57 5754 IDAHO
.011103 25 15344 wASHINGION
.011354 20 13724 8454It.GIGN
.011341-- 55 14446 IDAHO-
.012281 1 6320
.012844. 63 14454
.412965 4. 7019
.013.21 74 3C555
.014-.43 TS 3444
.019132 50
.0152o2 33 AVA
.131535r--7-13-- 2043
.016044 61 5912
. 016:70 26 5425

AIM! 31 'WA
.020.09 74 5630
.020973 .6 15775
.420.76 64 12329

SO 51163
41 6391
4 44597

43 421
35 3671
26 7361

.021151

.023146

.324011

.424254

.024624

.0253.5

.026741 67 46441
19347

.424204 73 18203

.429751 62 12550

. 030.72 0 71431

.030464 91 14314

.031103 54 7445

. 031573 47 2322

.032499 24 27315

.033350 4 31724

.033274 66 13403
.034:flat 113 13042
.034844 56 404 IDAHO

---7035278 -116 ---211252-OREGON---
/CA140
IDAHO
OrIEGON
ICA80
'OAK)
OkEGON
waSHINGION

GkEGGh

GAHO
011,40

/DANO
ICAPO
4AShIt.G7CN

IDAHO
wASHINGIGN
IC40
845h)4INGION
/0480
IDAHO
1E4,1
wAstit0NGION
0.1ON
IDAHO
645)41141'CH
IZA)40
AASHII.GION
8A5hINGION
IDAHO
-WASHINGTON

18:13
wASFINGTOM
OPEGON
IDAHO
IDAHO
mAShIhGION
OPEGON
IDAHO
0,7,EGON

.03762, 53 72172

.434934 65 13196

.440324 1.12 145:4

.040441 46 8444

.441013 77 14444

.042056 57 14492

. 0.2491 29 53202

.444247---L9---52173'
'.044305 07 20988
.004641 14 4476
.050630 7 4544
.053794 51 3244
.054471 23 25538

OREGGN
wAShIINGIGN
wASMINGIGN
IDAHO
WASHINGTON

87

41 (0 0)
1

Co. Pop. State
. 05563y 34 9254y hASH/NGTON
.040520 22 4734 44Sh11G1T0N

---7463253-55----3295-104)40-
.445310 145 61000 09EGGN
.065564 92 40300 OPEGON
.046115 68 26447 104h0
.066157 54 2176 OPEGON
.047976 101 5.173 GREGG.
.065506 21 47473 445H/hGTON
.014770 42 59642 'CAW)

--;077019- -71 --IV. =AHD-
.077111 11 27644 045hI4GION
.082404 70 .366 /04,40.
.444618 14 61342 wASHINGION
. 092513 110 3.924 OREGON
.1175240 61 48499 IDAHO

6024 IDAHO.140060 60
.187554 5 0383 w65H1hGI0N

--:112031-59---r3117-OrEGCM-
.114842 119 45715 OPEGON
.121121 71 19078 ICAO
.123431 53 62642 OPEGON
.127676 52 654 IDAHO
. 130284 19 24462 14458/GION
.145547 15 32398 445PIPZ/ON
.181174 76 7559 IDAHO

---.-/787433--811-6171243-12REG0/T-
. 179217 59 15942 IDAHO
./86377 12 2545 wASHINOTON
.17b435 40 134693 IDAHO
.211043 36 42934 433h1t41CM
.227245 37 35442 w45./NGT0N
.2.3659 72 17057 IDAHO
.277411 111 2131 OREGON
73475=---34---80430-84SHINGTOM---
.344703 100 46476 OPEGum
.363092 32 308338 4ASHINGIGN
3.0908 44 15700 CPtGON
.444057 2 15053 84481:ZI0N
.471415 10 27931 c?Eaom
.3.1732 54 112235 oaEGam
.507705 15 11c710 w45011470N

--7741394-1113----1114-0RESOW
.943333 17 1153970 NASN1hGTON

.943333 35 61602 OcEGON

.943333 109 530412 oriEaom

.933333 3 77372 4ASHINGIGN

.933333 31 244227 843.4IN4IGN

.933333 5 15 4990 4514INGI0N

.943333 43 s367 IDAHO

.433333 27 41737 41.414/ri07ON

.933333 117 191741 OP.6Gum

.933333 66 234414 CkEG104

.933333 IQ 2§09 104H0

.933333 39 155414 845dIfiGTON
-V933333.-21- 44460-6ASHINGTis---
.933333 103 237937 OREGON


